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MODELING DNA METHYLATION TILING ARRAY DATA

Gayla R. Olbricht1, Bruce A. Craig1, and R. W. Doerge1,2

1Department of Statistics, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, U.S.A.

2Department of Agronomy, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907, U.S.A.

Abstract: Epigenetics is the study of heritable changes in gene function that occur without a

change in DNA sequence. It has quickly emerged as an essential area for understanding inheri-

tance and variation that cannot be explained by the DNA sequence alone. Epigenetic modifications

have the potential to regulate gene expression and may play a role in diseases such as cancer. DNA

methylation is a type of epigenetic modification that occurs when a methyl chemical group at-

taches to a cytosine base on the DNA molecule. To better understand this epigenetic mechanism,

DNA methylation profiles can be constructed by identifying all locations of DNA methylation in

a genomic region (e.g. chromosome or whole-genome). Large-scale studies of DNA methylation

are supported by microarray technology known as tiling arrays. These arrays provide high-density

coverage of genomic regions through the unbiased, systematic selection of probes that are tiled

across the regions. Statistical methods are employed to estimate each probe’s DNA methylation

status. Previous studies indicate that DNA methylation patterns of some organisms differ by ge-

nomic element (e.g., gene, transposon), suggesting that genomic annotation information may be

useful in statistical analysis. In this work, a novel statistical model is proposed, which takes advan-

tage of genomic annotation information that to date has not been effectively utilized in statistical

analysis. Specifically, a hidden Markov model, which incorporates genomic annotation, is intro-

duced and investigated through a simulation study and analysis of an Arabidopsis thaliana DNA

methylation tiling array experiment.
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1 Introduction

Understanding the factors that contribute to differences in observable traits (phenotypes) between

individuals is a challenging task that has important implications in many areas of science and daily

life. In agriculture, this is readily seen in efforts to produce crops or raise livestock with desirable

characteristics, such as increased yield, resistance to disease and drought, or improved nutritional

value. Historically, such traits have been investigated by studying the effects of the environment

and genetics on the trait of interest. More recently, the field of epigenetics has flourished as an

additional mechanism for explaining heritable phenotypic differences that cannot be explained by

genetic information alone. Together, genetics and epigenetics can help in understanding heritable

phenotypic variation. It is also important to be aware of the key differences in biological mecha-

nisms that underlie these two modes of inheritance.

In the field of genetics, the Central Dogma of Molecular Biology (Crick, 1970) reveals how

differences in the genetic material contained in DNA can lead to heritable variation in pheno-

types between individuals with different DNA sequences. The Central Dogma states that DNA

is transcribed to RNA, which is translated to protein (the fundamental unit of cellular function).

Specifically, genes are subunits of DNA that encode a special class of RNA called messenger RNA

(mRNA), which produces a chain of amino acids that form a protein (Griffiths et al., 2008). This

process demonstrates how differences in DNA sequence can lead to the production of different

proteins and thus introduce phenotypic variation.

The field of epigenetics focuses on understanding heritability that is not due to changes in the

DNA sequence. Two common epigenetic modifications are DNA methylation and histone modi-

fications, which involve the addition of chemical groups to the DNA or histone proteins without

changing the DNA sequence itself (Figure 1). Epigenetic modifications can occur anywhere in the

genome and have been shown to play a role in the regulation of gene expression (Zilberman et al.,

2007) and development of cancer (Jones and Baylin, 2007). Epigenetics is currently an active area
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Figure 1: Illustration of the two main epigenetic modifications: DNA methylation and histone
modifications. Image courtesy of Qiu (2006).

of research, as many epigenetic mechanisms are not well understood and a better understanding of

these mechanisms can provide valuable insight into heritable differences that cannot be explained

by changes in the DNA sequence.

In the 1990s, advances in technology made it possible to move from localized genetic and

epigenetic studies to genome-wide investigations. The sequencing of DNA and identification of

gene locations for entire genomes became a feasible task, with genome projects for over 1100

organisms being completed by September 2009 (GOLD: Genomes OnLine Database v 3.0, 2010).

Online genomic annotation databases were subsequently created to store and make information

about the location and function of genes and other genomic elements publicly available (Stein,
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Figure 2: Top: Example of probes covering a genomic region on a gene expression microarray.
Probes cover exons of genes and are designed to measure mRNA transcript abundance. Bottom:
Example of probes covering a genomic region on a tiling array. Probes are placed from one end
of the region to the other without regard to genomic annotation. As a result, exons and introns of
genes, as well as intergenic regions are covered by probes. Images modified from Olbricht (2010).

2001). This wealth of information is currently available to aid genome-wide investigations of

many types of biological mechanisms, including epigenetic modifications.

Along with genome projects, the development of microarray technology (Schena et al., 1995;

Lockhart et al., 1996) provided the opportunity to investigate biological phenomena for a whole

genome in a single experiment. Microarrays require the knowledge of DNA sequence information

for the development of single-stranded probes, which are placed as targets on the array and have the

potential to bind to a single-stranded mRNA or DNA sample via complementary base pair binding.

Microarrays were initially used to study mRNA transcript abundance (i.e., gene expression level)

by selecting probes from exons of genes (Figure 2, top) to determine which genes in a mRNA

sample are active in making proteins (Schena et al., 1995). However, a unique type of microarray,

called a tiling array, was soon developed to cover the whole genome (not just genes) through the

systematic selection of probes from one end of a genomic region to the other (Figure 2, bottom).

The dense, unbiased genomic coverage provided by tiling arrays make it possible to use microarray

technology for epigenomic studies (Mockler and Ecker, 2005), in which statistical methods are

employed to identify locations of epigenetic modifications across whole genomes.
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This work focuses on the genome-wide study of DNA methylation using tiling array technol-

ogy. Experimental methods and current statistical procedures applied in DNA methylation profil-

ing studies are reviewed. Typically, results from these studies are visually connected to genomic

annotation after the statistical analysis is complete to gain an understanding of the distribution of

DNA methylation across the genome. In this work, we investigate the potential of more effectively

utilizing the information available through genomic annotation databases by incorporating such

data into statistical methods. Specifically, we propose that knowledge of which probes belong to

which genomic regions can be valuable for statistical analysis and that integrating this genomic

annotation information into statistical methods can help improve prediction of DNA methylation

status. In particular, a hidden Markov model, which incorporates differences in DNA methylation

patterns between gene and intergenic regions, is investigated through a simulation study and anal-

ysis of DNA methylation tiling array data generated from the model plant, Arabidopsis thaliana.

2 DNA Methylation Profiling with Tiling Arrays

DNA methylation is a type of epigenetic modification that typically occurs when a methyl group

(Me) attaches to a cytosine (C) base on the DNA molecule (Figure 1). Although the addition

of this chemical group does not alter the DNA sequence itself, it can have a profound impact

on gene function. In mammals, DNA methylation typically occurs at sites where a cytosine is

followed by a guanine (CG) in the 5′ − 3′ direction of the DNA sequence (Li and Bird, 2007).

In plants, it can also occur at CNG and CNN (where N is one of the nucleotide bases adenine

(A), cytosine (C), or thymine (T)) sites (Chan et al., 2005). DNA methylation has been shown

to play an important role in many biological processes from embryonic development (Bird, 2002)

to silencing of transposable elements (Slotkin and Martienssen, 2007), and has been linked to the

development of human cancer (Jones and Baylin, 2007).

Since DNA methylation can vary between cell types and over time within an individual organ-
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ism, determining the role of DNA methylation is often a complex task. A key to better understand-

ing DNA methylation is to develop genome-wide profiles for different cell types by identifying all

locations of DNA methylation in a genomic region. Tiling arrays enable such investigations due

to their high-density, unbiased coverage that is essential for the study of DNA methylation, which

can occur anywhere in the genome at specific cytosine sites. Tiling arrays have been successfully

employed to evaluate DNA methylation status in many large-scale studies (Lippman et al., 2004;

Zhang et al., 2006; Zilberman et al., 2007).

2.1 Experimental Methods

In DNA methylation profiling experiments, genomic DNA samples are collected and prepared

with a treatment that allows DNA methylation to be measured with tiling arrays (Figure 3). As

a first step in the sample preparation process, DNA collected from an individual is split into two

subsamples and sheared into similar sizes. In one of these samples, a treatment such as bisulfite

conversion, methylation sensitive restriction enzyme (e.g., McrBC) digestion, or methylcytosine

immunoprecipitation, is applied to separate methylated from unmethylated DNA. No treatment is

applied to the other sample, which serves as a control since it is representative of the total genomic

DNA with both methylated and unmethylated DNA. Double-stranded DNA from both the treated

and untreated samples are separated to single-stranded DNA and hybridized to tiling arrays (Beck

and Rakyan, 2008). This process is repeated for additional biological replicates.

Statistical methods are needed to compare hybridization intensities between the treated and

untreated samples for each probe to estimate whether the probe is methylated or not. For example,

when the chemical treatment removes methylated DNA (e.g., McrBC digestion, Figure 3), then

methylated probes are expected to have higher hybridization intensities in the untreated sample

than in the treated sample, since the untreated sample retains methylated DNA and the treated

sample does not. Note that probes are typically pre-processed via background correction, normal-

ization, and log-transformation prior to implementation of a statistical model.
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Figure 3: DNA sample preparation for DNA methylation profiling studies with tiling arrays. Here,
DNA from one individual is split into two samples. Digestion with a methylation restriction en-
zyme (e.g. McrBC) is employed in one sample to remove methylated DNA. Single-stranded DNA
from both samples is then hybridized to tiling arrays. Image courtesy of Olbricht (2010).

2.2 Current Statistical Methods

Data generated from DNA methylation profiling experiments present many statistical challenges

due to the large number of probe-level tests (often millions), typically small number of biological

replicates, dependency between neighboring probes, and experimental noise present in the data.

One approach for determining whether a probe is significantly methylated is to employ an analysis

of variance (ANOVA) model or conduct a paired t-test at each probe. Although several studies

(Lippman et al., 2004; Martienssen et al., 2005; Vaughn et al., 2007) have successfully applied

such models to identify DNA methylation status using tiling arrays, one issue that arises in this

framework is the multiple testing problem. This issue is typically addressed by controlling the

false discovery rate (FDR) at level α (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995), which assumes the probe-
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specific hypothesis tests are independent. However, the linear ordering of probes across a genomic

region makes this independence assumption questionable. Also, previous studies have shown that

for many organisms, methylated probes tend to occur together in regions of dense methylation

(Suzuki and Bird, 2008), further indicating that the DNA methylation status of a given probe may

depend on neighboring probes.

Sliding window testing is an alternative statistical method that has been employed in tiling

array studies to incorporate the potential dependency between neighboring probes (Cawley et al.,

2004; Ji and Wong, 2005; Keles et al., 2006). Sliding window methods combine information from

probes within a certain genomic distance of the probe being tested to calculate a test statistic for

that probe. The test statistic and method of combining probes may differ for each proposed method.

For example, Cawley et al. (2004) use all probes within a window of 1000 bases of the probe being

tested to calculated a Wilcoxon rank sum statistic, while Keles et al. (2006) use a moving average

of t-statistics. Although these methods take advantage of neighboring probe information, selecting

an appropriate window size can be difficult and the multiple testing problem still remains an issue.

An alternative approach, which incorporates dependency among neighboring tiling array probes,

is a hidden Markov model (HMM) (Rabiner, 1989). HMMs have been proposed and successfully

applied in a variety of tiling array applications, including DNA methylation profiling experiments

(Li et al., 2005; Ji and Wong, 2005; Du et al., 2006; Humburg et al., 2008; Yoo, 2008). In a hidden

Markov model, a sequence of non-observable (hidden) random variables take on values in a set of

finite states and form a first-order Markov chain. Although the states themselves are not directly

observable, an observable output is available which is dependent on the hidden states. In the case

of DNA methylation profiling experiments, the hidden states are the true methylation status of

the probes (methylated or unmethylated) and the observed values are the intensity measurements

obtained from the tiling array experiment (Figure 4).

HMM model parameters consist of initial probabilities (πi), transition probabilities (aij), and

the distribution parameters for the observations. The πi give the probability of the first probe being
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Figure 4: A hidden Markov model for DNA methylation profiling using tiling arrays. The circles
represent the hidden states: 0 for unmethylated probes and 1 for methylated probes. The boxes
represent the observations (ylpr) where l = {1, 2} is the sample type (untreated, treated), p =
{1, ..., P} is the probe, and r = {1, ..., n} is the biological replicate. Arrows represent conditional
dependencies. The hidden states for the probes follow a first-order Markov chain with transition
probabilities aij from probe p− 1 to probe p. The distribution of the observed data for each probe
is conditionally dependent upon the hidden state at that probe. Image courtesy of Olbricht (2010).

in state i, while the aij give the probability of moving from methylation status i at probe p − 1

to methylation status j at probe p. The observation probability distribution may differ according

to the proposed method. Standard algorithms are available for HMMs, which can estimate the

model parameters and the hidden states using information from all probes. Specifically, the Baum-

Welch (BW) algorithm (Baum et al., 1970) calculates the maximum likelihood estimates for HMM

model parameters, while the forward-backward (FB) algorithm (Baum et al., 1970; Baum, 1972)

estimates the hidden states (i.e., DNA methylation status) for each probe.

2.3 Incorporating Genomic Annotation Information

The statistical methods described in Section 2.2 provide several options for determining the DNA

methylation status of tiling array probes in a DNA methylation profiling experiment. Typically, on-

line genomic annotation databases are employed to link probe position information to the location
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Figure 5: Example of mosaic DNA methylation, which occurs when densely methylated regions
(grey) are interspersed with unmethylated or less densely methylated regions (yellow). In this ex-
ample, genes (arrows) are either heavily methylated or completely unmethylated, and transposons
(red) are methylated. Image courtesy of Olbricht (2010).

of different types of genomic elements (e.g., genes), thus determining which genomic element each

probe represents. Results from the statistical analysis are then connected to genomic annotation to

investigate patterns of DNA methylation according to different types of genomic elements. Using

this strategy, it has been shown that different organisms show different overall DNA methylation

patterns (Suzuki and Bird, 2008). Mammals often exhibit a global pattern, where DNA methyla-

tion is found at most CG sites throughout the genome. An exception is in groups of short regions

called CpG islands, which are typically unmethylated in mammals. Some plants, such as maize,

have high levels of DNA methylation, but others such as the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana

display a mosaic DNA methylation pattern, where regions of dense methylation are interspersed

with unmethylated regions (Figure 5) (Suzuki and Bird, 2008).

Arabidopsis thaliana was the first organism for which a genome-wide map of DNA methyla-

tion was constructed (Zhang et al., 2006; Zilberman et al., 2007), with almost 20% of the genome

exhibiting dense DNA methylation. These studies suggest that dense DNA methylation typically

occurs in transposons and inactive heterochromatin. In addition, over 30% of all genes are densely

methylated in their transcribed regions, with transcription not generally suppressed by this gene

body methylation (Zhang et al.,2006; Zilberman et al., 2007; Suzuki and Bird, 2008). This pattern

of longer regions of DNA methylation in certain genomic regions (e.g., transposons, gene bodies)

interspersed with unmethylated or less densely methylated regions (Figure 5), suggests that in-

corporating genomic annotation into statistical methods (rather than using this information solely
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Figure 6: Incorporating genomic annotation into the HMM framework for DNA methylation tiling
array experiments. Probes that correspond to gene regions can have different transition probabil-
ities (aG

ij) than probes in intergenic regions (aIG
ij ) to reflect different dependency patterns in those

regions. Image courtesy of Olbricht (2010).

after the analysis is complete) may be valuable.

Here, we investigate a method for improving DNA methylation status prediction by using

knowledge of genomic annotation in the statistical analysis of DNA methylation tiling array data.

The hidden Markov model (HMM) framework offers a convenient way to model different DNA

methylation patterns for different types of genomic elements through modifications to the transi-

tion probabilities. Current methods assume that transition probabilities are the same across the

genomic region being investigated. To incorporate genomic annotation, probes in gene regions are

allowed to have different transition probabilities (aG
ij) than probes in intergenic regions (aIG

ij ) (Fig-

ure 6). Modifications are made to the forward-backward (FB) and Baum-Welch (BW) algorithms

for parameter and hidden state estimation, which allow for differences in transition probabilities

between genes and intergenic regions. The resulting model integrates the use of neighboring probe

dependency with genomic annotation, while obtaining maximum likelihood estimates of HMM

parameters. See (Olbricht, 2010) for further details on modifications to these algorithms.

3 Simulation Study

A simulation study is employed to investigate the importance of incorporating dependency between

neighboring probes and utilizing genomic annotation in the HMM framework for DNA methylation

profiling studies. Hidden states and observations are simulated for a genomic region of 2000 probes
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covering 20 genes. The initial state distribution is assumed to be π = (0.5, 0.5) and transition

probabilities are assumed to be different for gene regions (aG
ij = ( 0.99 0.01

0.01 0.99 )) and intergenic regions

(aIG
ij = ( 0.7 0.3

0.3 0.7 )). Observed data are generated from a variety of different parameter settings of the

following observation probability distribution:y1pr

y2pr

 ∼ N


0

0

 ,

 σ2 ρσ2

ρσ2 σ2


 Unmethylated Probes

y1pr

y2pr

 ∼ N


µ11

0

 ,

 σ2 ρσ2

ρσ2 σ2


 Methylated Probes.

(1)

These parameter settings are chosen so that in the unmethylated case, the untreated (l = 1)

and treated (l = 2) means are equal and centered at zero, but in the methylated case there is a

difference of (µ11) between the two means. Decreasing the magnitude of µ11 and increasing σ

should result in observed data in which state estimation is more difficult since the mean difference

between untreated and treated samples will be smaller for the methylated case and the variation

in the data larger. The value of ρ is selected to allow for both a high and low level of correla-

tion between samples from the same individual. All combinations of the following observation

probability distribution parameter settings (2) are employed to simulate three biological replicates:

µ11 = {0.75, 1, 2} σ = {1, 2} ρ = {0.3, 0.7}. (2)

These data are simulated 1000 times. Averages over the three biological replicates are calculated

for input into the forward-backward or the Baum-Welch algorithms.

The goals of this simulation study are two-fold. First, the results of a paired t-test conducted at

each probe are compared to a HMM to evaluate the importance of modeling the probe dependency

structure. Also, performance of a HMM which incorporates genomic annotation into hidden state

estimation and a HMM that does not utilize this information are compared. Models are evaluated

under the best case scenario when the model parameters are known, and thus no parameter esti-
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mation is required. For details on model evaluation when model parameters are unknown and the

Baum-Welch algorithm is employed for parameter estimation, see Olbricht (2010). In this simula-

tion, the following three models are compared.

Independent Paired t-tests: For each probe, a paired t-test is performed to determine whether

the probe is methylated or not. Dependence between probes and genomic annotation are both ig-

nored in this model.

Unannotated HMM: A hidden Markov model is employed with genomic annotation informa-

tion ignored and transition probabilities assumed to be the same across the entire genomic region.

The common transition probabilities are assumed to be the weighted average of aIG
ij and aG

ij (i.e.,

aij = ( 0.87 0.13
0.13 0.87 )). The standard forward-backward (FB) algorithm is employed for hidden state esti-

mation.

Annotated HMM: A hidden Markov model is employed with genomic annotation information

incorporated into the HMM by assuming the gene has different transition probabilities (aG
ij) than

the intergenic region (aIG
ij ). The modified forward-backward (FB) algorithm which integrates the

transition probability differences is employed for hidden state estimation.

Model performance is evaluated by calculating the proportion of estimated states that match

the true states and averaging across the 1000 simulated datasets. Figure 7 shows the proportion

of correctly predicted states for the three models across different settings (2) of the observation

probability distribution (1). Across all settings, the HMMs shows a marked improvement over

the independent paired t-tests and the annotated HMM outperforms the unannotated HMM. The

difference in the magnitude of performance between the two HMMs increases as σ increases and

the mean difference between the untreated and treated samples (µ11) decreases, meaning that the
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Figure 7: The proportion of states predicted correctly for the annotated and unannotated HMMs
and the paired t-tests are plotted for each of the µ11 parameter settings of the observation proba-
bility distribution. Separate plots are shown for each combination of the σ and ρ parameters of the
observation probability distribution. Image courtesy of Olbricht (2010).

annotated HMM can more accurately model noisy data and detect smaller mean differences than

the unannotated HMM. The difference in model performance also appears to slightly increase as

the correlation between the samples taken on the same subject (ρ) decreases, but this change in

performance is only slight. Ultimately, these results show that it is important to incorporate the

dependency structure between neighboring probes if it truly exists, as model performance of the

independent paired t-tests was much worse than that of the HMMs. Further, incorporating genome

annotation into HMM hidden state estimation improves prediction of DNA methylation status if

there truly are differences in transition probabilities for genes and intergenic regions.
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4 Data Analysis: Arabidopsis thaliana DNA Methylation Profiling Study of Chromosome 4

Arabidopsis thaliana is a small mustard plant that serves as the model organism for plants. In

2004, Lippman et al. custom-designed a tiling array to conduct a small scale study of epigenetic

modifications in the heterochromatic knob on chromosome four (hk4S) of Arabidopsis. The het-

erochromatic knob is known to contain many transposons and repetitive DNA, which are often

heavily methylated (Martienssen and Colot, 2001). Lippman et al. (2004) investigate DNA methy-

lation, histone modifications, and gene expression in wild-type Columbia and a ddm1 mutant of

Arabidopsis all using the same tiling array platform. There are 1407 unique probes (each repli-

cated two to four times) represented on the array that cover a 1.5 megabase (Mb) region centered

on hk4S. Of the 1407 probes, 71.6% of them lie in gene regions, with an average of three probes per

gene. The DNA methylation data obtained from wild-type Columbia Arabidopsis are further stud-

ied to gain a better understanding of the natural state of DNA methylation in this region. Unlike

simulated data, the true underlying methylation status for each probe is unknown in these data.

However, based on previous biological knowledge, it is expected that the heterochromatic knob

will be more heavily methylated than the euchromatic regions surrounding it.

Lippman et al. (2004) employ the use of a methylation restriction enzyme (McrBC), as de-

scribed in Section 2.1, to remove methylated DNA in the treated sample (Figure 3). Since two-

color arrays are employed, both treated and untreated DNA samples are hybridized to the same

array and a dye swap is performed. DNA samples are collected on two biological replicates, yield-

ing a total of two arrays per individual and four arrays overall. To determine the DNA methylation

status of each probe represented on the tiling array, Lippman et al. (2004) employ an ANOVA

model with sample type (T) (treated or untreated), dye (D), array (A), probe (P) main effects and

TP, DP, and AP interaction effects in the model. Yoo (2008) later reanalyze these data using the

same ANOVA model, but updating the hypothesis tests to address issues specific to DNA methy-

lation data. Specifically, Yoo (2008) conduct one-sided tests, utilizing a set of control probes that
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Figure 8: Left: Venn diagram comparing the number of significantly methylated probes identified
by the annotated HMM and the ANOVA model. Right: The probability of each probe being
in the methylated state (given the model parameters and data) plotted by the genomic location
of each probe’s start position. The colors of the symbols correspond to the colors in the Venn
diagram, where red points (dots) are probes that are significantly methylated using both methods,
blue points (crosses) are only found methylated in the annotated HMM, orange points (triangles)
are only found methylated with ANOVA, and grey points (dots) are not identified as methylated in
either method. The box highlights the heterochromatic knob region (1,600,000-2,330,000).

are known to be unmethylated as a reference. To address the multiple testing problem, the false

discovery rate was controlled at α = 0.05. Here, these data are further analyzed by applying the

proposed hidden Markov model, which incorporates probe dependency and genomic annotation

information. Results from the annotated HMM and the ANOVA employed by Yoo (2008) are

compared.

Of the 1407 probes on the array, both the ANOVA model and the annotated HMM identify 643

as being significantly methylated (Figure 8, left). The ANOVA model identifies 48 significantly

methylated probes that the annotated HMM does not, while the annotated HMM identifies 70

significantly methylated probes that the ANOVA model does not. Of probes in the heterochromatic

knob, 74.9% are significantly methylated using ANOVA and 79.9% are identified as methylated

using the annotated HMM. The high percentage of DNA methylation found by both methods in
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the knob region reaffirms the knowledge that heterochromatic DNA is heavily methylated and

demonstrates the ability of both models to effectively detect this region of dense DNA methylation.

While the results between the two methods are similar, Figure 8 (right) highlights some of

the differences. The probability of each probe being in the methylated state, given the model

parameters and data, is calculated via the forward-backward algorithm in the HMM approach.

This quantity is plotted by the genomic location of the start position of each probe. The annotated

HMM identifies all points above 0.5 as being methylated. Note that the heterochromatic knob

(highlighted in the box), contains many more methylated probes identified by both methods (red

points) than the surrounding euchromatic region. There is also a lack of unmethylated probes

(grey points) for both methods in that region. The significantly methylated probes identified by the

ANOVA, but not the annotated HMM (orange points) are mostly located in the euchromatic region

outside the knob. On the other hand, the annotated HMM identifies several methylated probes at

the right end of the heterochromatic knob that the ANOVA model does not (blue points). Thus,

although the true methylation status in these data is unknown, it is worth noting that the annotated

HMM identifies more methylated probes than the ANOVA in the region where previous biological

knowledge indicates methylation is occuring and less methylated probes outside that region.

Also, for the annotated HMM, further information can be gained by employing the modified

Baum-Welch algorithm to obtain model parameter estimates. The parameter estimates for the tran-

sition probabilities for gene and intergenic regions are give below:

âIG
ij =

0.8649 0.1351

0.1348 0.8652

 âG
ij =

0.8620 0.1380

0.1337 0.8663



These parameter estimates indicate that the transition probabilities for genes and intergenic regions

are similar for this region of the genome (i.e, the probability of staying in the same state is ∼

0.86). Although the differences in transition probabilities are small in magnitude, employing the
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annotated HMM allows the direct investigation of such patterns through statistical analysis that is

not possible by previous methods.

5 Summary

DNA methylation is a type of epigenetic modification that plays an important role in many dif-

ferent biological processes and is one mechanism for establishing heritable phenotypic differences

that cannot be explained by a change in the DNA sequence. DNA methylation profiling studies

can offer valuable insight into this epigenetic mechanism by identifying the distribution of DNA

methylation across a genomic region (e.g., chromosome or whole genome). DNA methylation

profiling is accomplished by using a tiling microarray, which offers unbiased coverage of entire

genomic regions through the sequential selection of probes from one end of the region to the other.

Statistical methods, such as ANOVA, sliding window tests, or hidden Markov models, are em-

ployed to determine the DNA methylation status of each probe.

While previous statistical methods have been successfully employed to identify locations of

DNA methylation in tiling array experiments, none of the current methods take advantage of the

genomic annotation information that are available in online databases in the statistical analysis. In

this work, a hidden Markov model (HMM) which incorporates genomic annotation information by

modeling differences in transition probabilities between genes and intergenic regions is introduced.

The annotated HMM is successfully applied to both simulated and real data, with results indicat-

ing that incorporation of genomic annotation information into a HMM framework is beneficial in

predicting DNA methylation status.

While this work focuses on the breakdown of genomic annotation into genes and intergenic

regions, it may be worthwhile to consider other types of genomic annotation (e.g., locations of

transposons) for incorporation into a HMM for DNA methylation profiling studies. The methods

proposed here can be extended to include more than two sets of transition probabilities for multiple
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types of genomic elements. Also, although the methods here are designed for tiling arrays, a newer

type of technology, referred to as next-generation sequencing (NGS), has become a popular way

to study many types of biological phenomena, including DNA methylation. Investigating how our

methods can be extended to NGS studies will be an important endeavor in advancing this work.
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